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Central to research on Latin American politics has been the pursuit of an
explanation for both the stability and the instability of its various systems.
Two general modes of analysis on Latin America have emerged. One,
developed on the founda tions of sociology and anthropology, has evolved
as structural-functional analysis and its partner, behavioralism. The sec
ond mode grew out of an economic perspective and is having a profound
effect on contemporary studies. This article will give a brief review of
some of the analyses that have their bases in economics and will specifi
cally apply assumptions of human behavior drawn from microeconomic
theory to the problem of explaining systems of political competition and
their resultant structures.

The political economic approach has brought forth major studies
such as Charles W Anderson's Politics andEconomic Change in LatinAmerica,
and Albert O. Hirschman's The Strategyof Economic Development and Jour
neys Toward Progress. 1 Most of this literature has been limited by the
artificial division between political science and economics. Analyses such
as these have noted that political behavior exhibits an exchange mechan
ism similar to that found in economic behavior and have therefore per
ceived politics on the basis of costs, benefits, payoffs, and coalitions. 2

Warren F. Ilchman and Norman T. Uphoff have explicitly adopted the
economic approach in The Political Economy of Change, in which they
develop a rational choice model for the study of economic development.
Addressed to the problems faced by politicians and planners in develop
ing countries, Ilchman and Uphoff extended their work by editing The
Political Economy of Development, which includes a number of articles with
Latin American case studies." None of these analyses goes the further
step of erasing the division between political and economic behaviors so
as to treat both in terms of economic theory and variables.

Economic theory has been used in several new works that describe
politics in and about Latin America. Most such studies build on concepts
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borrowed from organization theory as developed by Herbert Simon,
Richard Cyert, and James March." One of the first of these was Graham
Allison's Essence of Decision: Explaining the Cuban MissileCrisis. Model II of
Allison's book derives its analysis directly from this sources and views
political decision making as competition between conflicting bureaucratic
interests that seek to "satisfice" their utility. This is a form of "bounded
rationality" based on the assumption of homoeconomicus and the maximi
zation of profit. 6

Another use of organization theory has emerged in the study of
public administration and bureaucracies. Peter S. Cleaves's Bureaucratic
Politics and Administration in Chile places his analysis firmly in the area of
political economy, tracing the origin of his research strategy back to the
works of Anderson and Simon. Policies are tied to questions of resources
available to the actors. Cleaves specifically rejects both the cultural-social
ization and the"development administration" approaches to the study of
bureaucracy." Extension of economic theory to its more general form,
game theory, has opened up additional approaches. Guillermo O'Donnell
redefined the Argentine political system into variables applicable to game
theory, producing an explanation of politics based on payoffs and coali
tion formation. 8

The fullest use of such theory requires not only the translation of
political variables into their economic counterparts, but the recognition
that the relationship between government and polity is a producer-con
sumer relationship in terms of goods. That recognition, among some
political scientists, has brought out the concept of the political entre
preneur.

POLITICAL ENTREPRENEURS

If a public values a collective or public good more than the cost of
supplying the good, then a potential profit exists for the individual (or
group of individuals) who can organize the resources necessary to supply
it. A public good can be defined as one the public consumes collectively
and which involves government expenditure (such as security, monetary
and legal systems, highways, and education). A political entrepreneur is
one who seeks profit from the production and supply of public goods.

The concept of the political entrepreneur runs counter to the main
stream of traditional American political thought, built on the belief that
democratic government is the creation of the governed. The economic
approach to political theory "clearly departs from that part of contempo
rary social theory in which social systems are viewed as the result of
shared beliefs, aspirations, and values."9 Joseph Schumpeter formulated
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what may well be the first analysis of the link between democratic politics
and political profits: "The social meaning or function of parliamentary
activity is no doubt to turn out legislation and, in part, administration
measures. But in order to understand how democratic politics serve this
social end, we must start from the competitive struggle for power and
office and realize that the social function is fulfilled, as it were, inciden
tally-in the same sense as production is incidental to the making of
profits."!" Later, Anthony Downs hypothesized that "the men in gov
ernment achieve their own goals by carrying out those government
actions which most please voters, just as entrepreneurs make profits by
producing things people want."ll

A significant conceptual breakthrough appeared in a review article
by Richard E. Wagner in which he identified the political entrepreneur as
necessary to Mancur Olson's analysis of collective action.P Olson had
shown that common interest was not sufficient for common action.P
Alvin Rabuska and Kenneth A. Shepsle expanded Wagner's idea in their
theory of political stability by including entrepreneurship as a necessary
condition for making a "plural society" out of a "pluralistic" one, through
the process of developing natural cleavages into "politically salient"
issues.!" In applying their theory to empirical realities, Rabushka and
Shepsle use Guyana as one of their case studies. At present, the fullest
development of the concept of political entrepreneurs can be found in the
work of Norman Frohlich, Joe A. Oppenheimer, and Oran Young, 15 who
moved toward a theoretic framework that explains a significant number
of political problems.

The concept of political entrepreneurship remains an undeveloped
tool in the analysis of Latin America, although it has surreptitiously
intruded into side comments of a few scholars. Philippe C. Schmitter,
after extensive analysis of Brazilian interest groups and their relationship
to the political system, found that hypotheses about the relationship
between development and associability do not hold. He explains away
this "deviant" outcome by reliance on the variables of public policy and
political culture, then concludes that he is "dissatisfied" with these ex
planations of "deviant" patterns, and goes on to say that: "At several
points in preceding chapters, I noted that the empirically observable
pattern of differentiated interests and attitudes is not a sufficient guide to
the pattern of associational emergence. What seemed to provide the
necessary and sufficient condition was an element of entrepreneurship
triggered by actual or anticipated conflict with other latent or organized
interests."16 At the heart of Schmitter's perception is the reality also
recognized by Wagner in his review of Olson's book--entrepreneurs are
necessary for interest aggregation and articulation.
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William P Glade, writing on "Approaches to a Theory of Entre
preneurial Formation," notes that: "An intriguing field for comparative
inquiry exists in the possibility of parallels between entrepreneurial for
mation and the type of political leadership involved in the processes of
political modernization."!" Wayne Cornelius adapted the concepts of
political entrepreneurship, power contenders, and reformmongering in
his analysis of Lazaro Cardenas's coalition-building strategy.?" Corne
lius's study of urban caciquismo in Mexico, while not explicitly employing
the concepts of political entrepreneurship, gives an excellent case study
of its reality. An urban cacique is described as an individual who uses "his
leadership position to advance his own financial interest." Holding this
position is contingent on his ability to supply public goods to his com
munity and to repress competitors who would seek to replace him.!?

Empirical evidence for the reality of political entrepreneurship
appears in Claude Levi-Strauss's study of primitive societies in Brazil.?"
In certain tribes, the chief and sometimes the witch doctors are the only
persons allowed multiple wives. These latter help shoulder the chief's
burdens and provide prestige and pleasure; they are given to the chief in
return for "the collective security which it [the group] expects from
Authority." The chief "offers to guarantee the group in times of danger or
need.... [Collective security] is offered to the group as a group."2l Levi
Strauss explains that the "forms of the State" do not derive from an
analogy of family life, but that "political relations may be reduced to a
kind of arbitration between, on the one hand, the talents and authority of
the chiefs and, on the other, the size, coherence, and good will of the
group. All these factors exert a reciprocal influence upon each other."22

James Petras and Hugo Zemelman Merino, studying Chilean
peasant revolt, make a number of revealing observations that highlight
the importance and methods of operation of political entrepreneurs. 23
They describe a peasant leader "N," who "is able to appreciate political
incentive and shows a certain capability in interpreting politics." On
reading of President Jorge Alessandri's agrarian reform, N called his
compaiieros together and explained its significance to them. The authors
describe N as combining a"rebellious and nonconformist behavior with a
strong profit motive" and as having "entrepreneurial tendencies."24 An
interview with "C," a member of N's group, reveals the tie between
authority and the supply of benefits. C/ born and raised on a fundo, lives
under the authority of the patron. In exchange for C's labor, the patron
provides regalias in the form of land for cultivation. Reduction of the
regalias by the patron caused C to turn from the authority of his patron to
support of N. As the authors state, "the power of the patron is not a
function of the paternalistic image and strength of prestige, but of the
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owner's capacity to satisfy the regalia demands of the peasant. ... When
these regalias are no longer forthcoming, the patronal figure loses all its
effective authority, just as the existence of good regalias reinforces his
authority. "25

Another example of the very conscious calculation of benefits by
individuals can be found in the Zapatista rebellion of Mexico: "When
Madero initiated the revolution in November 1910, Morelos rural leaders
did not flock to his cause wi thout weeks of hard reckoning and calculation.
And when they did join him, it was for conscious, practical reasons-to
cover village lands and establish village security."26

THE MOTIVATIONS OF POLITICAL ENTREPRENEURS

Political entrepreneurs are assumed to seek office for the profit they can
obtain. How that profit is expressed depends on the existing system of
governing and on the utility that a political entrepreneur receives from
the kind of profit that can be collected. Downs says that "politicians ...
are motivated by the desire for power, prestige, and income and by the
love of conflict, i.e., the thrill of the game common to many actions
involving risk," and uses this to support his axiom of vote-maximizing. 27
But for Downs, vote-maximizing is obviously derivative of more primary
motivations.

Monetary profit, one of the most obvious motivations for political
entrepreneurship, is adopted in the analysis of Frohlich, Oppenheimer,
and Young.P" The list of Latin American leaders known to have found
profit in political position is long and is especially exemplified in Cuba,
where "the social system ... perpetuated the Spanish legacy that public
office should be made a source of private profit. Politics become the key to
social advancement, and so little more than a squabble between factions
for the ownership of the government."29 Following the fall of Carlos Prio
Socarras in 1952, the Cuban magazine Bohemia published a quotation
from the Mexican scholar and statesman Jose Vasconcelos: "He fell like a
rotten fruit, almost by his own weight, victim of his own intrigues, of his
uneven ambitions and of his contempt for public opinion.... Like other
climbers, he recognized public office only as a ladder for rapid enrichment
and he recognised his closest collaborators only as helpers to make a
fortune.T" A similar attitude as to the perquisites belonging to the Cuban
presidency was held by Batista's closest supporters in 1940, who believed
"that they had a right to all the profits of the administration."31

But other evidence suggests that monetary profit may not be the
only basis of utility maximization for political entrepreneurs. A politican
may desire to extend his tenure of office. As such, his motivation may be
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security and result in choices that heighten the probability of remaining in
office. This may dictate a policy of a low level of financial profit.F The
economic analog could be the small merchant who is satisfied to run a
neighborhood business and maintains a moderate living as a result. The
Stroessner regime of Paraguay may typify this basis of political entrepre
neurship.

A third motivation is ambition-to go to the top of the political
ladder. This requires that the position be a stepping-stone for advance
ment and that the political entrepreneur maximize upward mobility.P
Evidence suggests that Fidel Castro may be an example of a highly
successful, ambition-motivated leader, having become both the prime
minister and the lidermaximo of Cuba. Furthermore, whether by design or
by circumstance, Castro is the best known contemporary Latin American
leader, a global figure who has reached the pinnacle of success.>' The
multidimensional motivational basis for political entrepreneurship re
mains ill-defined, but the use of the concept is a powerful tool in the
development of a theory of political competition.

ECONOMIC VERSUS POLITICAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Evidence suggests that economic entrepreneurship and political entre
preneurship are intimately tied together and may be only different ex
pressions of the same phenomenon. The existence of such a tie should be
expected since recent work has defined politics as a subset of economic
behavior. An example can be seen in Mexico, where the "lawyers and
intellectuals, scions of the professional class, ... sought political office
both to advance their principles and to assure themselves of a livelihood,
if not a fortune." In both New Spain and early independent Mexico,
political leadership served to confer elite status and to control the alloca
tion of resources."? In Northwest Mexico during that era, "politics and
government seemed more of a prize to be won than a responsibility to
be fulfilled To some, the prize was the power and the remuneration
of office."38 A major family in the area, the Vegas, controlled government
positions in order "to further their commercial interest" and they "filled
public offices with their cousins, in-laws, and cronies."39 David Brading
says that in colonial Mexico, political rather than economic entrepreneur
ship was favored. "The creole wanted to be a viceroy, a governor, a
bishop, a general, a high court judge. It was from the exercise of political
power that he aspired to obtain both prestige and profit. Denied access to
such positions he did not, unless driven by extreme necessity, engage in
economic entreprise; instead he lived off his estates, took up a profession,
and consumed his inheritance."4o John Womack calls Generals Alvaro
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Obregon and Plutarco Elias Calles "entrepreneurial characters," and
describes Francisco Villa's motivation as one of "spoils." In a similar way
the presidency of Miguel Aleman Valdes is marked as the beginning of a
second generation of nationalist entrepreneurs.r ' Womack's analysis ba
sically ties Mexican politics, especially during the 1920s and post-Aleman,
to an entrepreneural motivation.

So far, entrepreneurship and economic gain have been used des
criptively in the analysis of Latin American political behavior, The further
step is to link these concepts to a theory of politics. A major advance in
this direction was Merle Kling's "Towards a Theory of Power and Political
Instability in Latin America."42 His hypothesis holds that political insta
bility in much of Latin America has its basis in the economic dominance of
foreign corporations that closes off sources of personal social advance
ment through economic activity and results in a pursuit of political office
as a means of securing prestige, profit, and power. James Malloy makes
much the same point and specifically ties Bolivian politics to Kling's
hypothesis, noting that in "an economically static situation, there tends
to be a point when politics becomes dominated primarily by an inter-elite
struggle for office as a means of securing or gaining economic power." He
quotes a Bolivian saying, "La industria mayor de Bolivia es la Politica."43
Charles Anderson also subscribes to Kling's thesis and notes that entre
preneurship went to political rather than economic activities because the
latter was not open. Politics in Latin America provided a path to upward
mobility and, for some, the basis for personal fortunes.v' The Mexican
revolution "provided great personal opportunities for those long deprived
of enrichment through public means" during the porfiriato. 45 The same
connection between economic and political entrepreneurship is evident
in Chile, where "in an economy of relative scarcity and limited oppor
tunities, politics was a critical avenue for social advancement."46

In the case of Cuba, u.s. control of a major portion of the basic
economy limited the possibilities of economic entrepreneurship for
Cuban citizens. James O'Connor claims that "some segments of the
middle class were demoralized by their inability to compete with efficient
foreign enterprise, or privileged imports from the United States."47 As a
result, "new social groups could acquire wealth and power only by
entering the political arena."48 The traditional middle class in Cuba had
been destroyed when the crash of sugar prices in 1920 resulted in North
American corporations taking over about 75 percent of the sugar indus
try. 49 Consequently, in the interwar years, individuals who sought wealth
and power could only fulfill their ambitions by entering politics. 50

The university has been the center for developing political entre
peneurs in Cuba. Merle Kling's hypothesis is that students especially
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involved themselves in university affairs as a training ground for later
political accomplishment. 51 Dictatorship in Cuba meant the restriction of
student opportunities for advancement and they became the primary
source of political entrepreneurs opposing every dictator. 52 According to
Roland E. Bonachea and Nelson P. Valdes, the coup of 1952 was, in part,
motiva ted by the fact that the Au tentico government had been displacing
Batista's associates from positions of profit: "The Batistinos wanted to
keep a monopoly over the state budget. The appropriation of the national
treasury always has been a major factor in Cuban politics.T"

The coup brought the universities once again into the leadership of
opposition, for "the intellectuals, students, and professionals ... were
outside the consensus politics and the system of patronage."54 Fidel
Castro had been a political leader from student days, a founding member
of Eduardo Chibas's Ortodoxos. In 1952, Fidel entered the race for Con
gress. Cancellation of the elections by Batista followed the coup, closing
off a legal avenue to political gain. In his own words: "When the coup
d'etat of the tenth of March took place, everything changed radically. My
idea then became, not to organize a movement, but to try to unite all the
different forces against Batista."55

Additional corroborative evidence on the connection between
political and economic entrepreneurship can be found in the cases ofUru
guay and Costa Rica. If the entrepreneural sector of society can be identi
fied in Marxian terms as the "bourgeoisie," as distinct from the landed
aristocracy, then the observation of Robin Blackburn is relevant. He noted
that there is a "bourgeois hegemony" in these two countries and that
repression has been "light."56 Blackburn implies that the lack of revolu
tion in Costa Rica and Uruguay is tied to the national bourgeoisie's
relative economic freedom. Both countries have traditionally been ranked
by Latin Americanists as the most democratic nations on the continent, a
ranking that has been altered in the case of Uruguay following its eco
nomic collapse and consequent semicoup. A parallel illustration can be
seen in North America in the late nineteenth century, a period of minimal
political competition and maximum economic development. At a time
when wealth could be achieved in capital enterprise and cartel develop
ment, candidates and victors in the political realm tended to be persons of
lesser ambitions and ability.

A THEORY OF POLITICAL COMPETITION

Extending Kling's work by combining it with explicit assumptions of
microeconomics forms a more general theory of political systems, ex
plaining why some states have succeeded in limiting such competition to
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decision by voting, while others seem predisposed to coups or are main
tained under authoritarian rule.

Assuming that politics can be categorized as a type of economic
behavior in which political entrepreneurs supply the products of gov
ernment to a consuming polity in exchange for profit, an economic theory
of political competition can be developed. Microeconomic theory assumes
that producers and suppliers of goods wish to maximize their profits.
Political competition, then, can be characterized as that between political
entrepreneurs to obtain control of the production and supply of public
goods and to receive the profit accruing from that control. Since a mono
poly on the supply of goods increases profit, entrepreneurs, including
political ones, try to prevent competition. Dictatorship is one method.
One of the most profitable and successful entrepreneurships in Latin
America is that of the Somoza family. It is estimated to control 10 percent
of the arable land, has major interests in the cotton and cattle industries,
and, through "semi-public" corporations, runs much of Nicaragua's
industry. S7

Therefore, if a political entrepreneur seeks to maximize his profit,
he chooses dictatorship as the system of government. S8 Such a choice
may not always be permitted by other political entrepreneurs or by the
institutions of a society. Monopoly profits invite other political entrepre
neurs to gain entry to the "market" for public goods. Dictatorship can
only be removed by violence; hence revolution, including coups of vari
ous kinds, are organized attempts to replace an incumbent political en
trepreneur by a competitor.

Another system that allows for regularized competition between
political entrepreneurs is Western-style democracy. Since competition
lowers the profit of the political entrepreneurs, it increases the value of
the goods received by the polity. Hence members of the consuming polity
seek to develop institutions, constitutions, and traditions that maintain
democratic procedures. Likewise a wise political entrepreneur pledges
constitutional rule and democratic procedures in situations where they
have been denied by dictators. Examples of this strategy occur in the
revolutionary campaigns of Francisco Madero, Bolivia's Movimiento
Nacionalista Revolucionario (MNR), and Fidel Castro. Madero called for
the creation of an opposition political party and laws against a president
succeeding himself in office. S9 The MNR pledged democratic reforms and
claimed that they had legally won an election competition. In Cuba, Fidel
Castro called for the overthrow of a dictatorship and the return to the 1940
constitution. As with many political pledges, winners of revolutions may
or may not honor campaign promises.

Repression costs, and the expense of repression reduces monopoly
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profits. Dicta torial repression, being heavier, costs more than repression
in nondictatorships. If the expense of repression becomes too great, then
some method of regularizing competition may be a more profitable strat
egy. The political system of contemporary Mexico is an illustration of the
successful implementation of this strategy. Low-level political competi
tion is allowed, reducing the need and the cost of repression. Two recent
studies have discussed the Partido Acci6n Nacional (PAN) in these
terms. 60

Another method of reducing competition is to increase the value of
goods to consumers and lower monetary profit levels. If this can be
accomplished while repressing other sources of competition, total profit
may be greater over a long run. Such seems to have been the strategy of
Fidel Castro who has supplied peasants and labor with goods of increased
value while allowing upper and upper-middle class dissidents to go into
exile.

The economic approach to the study of political behavior is still in
its infancy, but, as the review and theory presented here illustrate, the
cost-benefit perspective supplied by microeconomics can provide a level
of theory often missing in political analysis. Much remains to be done, but
the basic work of tying economics and politics into a single conceptual
whole has been accomplished. 61 The framework of microeconomics and
the rational choice models offer a tested theoretic basis for the develop
ment of political theory. As shown here, the explanation of democratic
and dictatorial systems, as well as the incidence of revolution, can be
expressed as the result of a rational, profit-maximizing strategy by po
litical entrepreneurs constrained by levels of cost and methods of compe
tition.
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